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Board of Regents <bor@hawaii.edu>

Written Testimony BS Psychology
RaysonLee Egan <rayson7@hawaii.edu> Wed, May 17, 2017 at 1:17 PM
To: bor@hawaii.edu

To whom it may concern, 

My name is RaysonLee Egan and attached is my written statement for the Board of Regent's meeting. I am currently in
Taipei, Taiwan on vacation and, due to the time difference, I believe that this email will be submitted late. I'm very sorry
for not taking this into account and I hope that you will accept this statement. I believe that my testimonial is accurate to
all of the good that the program has done for me and I'm grateful for the opportunities that switching to a BS has
presented for my future goal of attending medical school. 

Thank you very much, 

RaysonLee Egan
University of Hawaii at Manoa, c/o 2018
B.S. Candidate for Psychology
20162017 PMA Community Service Committee
UH Manoa PreMedical Association
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My name is Rayson Egan and I am a classified senior at the University of Hawaii at 

Manoa. I am currently in my second year pursuing a BS degree in psychology and have just 

finished my 4th year overall. Prior to switching to psychology I was in nursing as well as biology, 

both on the BA route. I was originally interested by the fact that, due to my prior experience in 

biology, the chance at getting a BS for psychology was reasonably obtainable for me within my 

already extended projected graduation schedule. I believed that a BS would be a better degree 

overall for my final goal of pursuing medical school and becoming a pediatrician or oncologist. 

The choice to switch to psychology came with a recommendation by my organic chemistry TA, 

who herself took the same path as me through undergrads. She explained to me how the doctor 

she shadowed, who was on the board of admissions for JABSOM, told her that he would like to 

see more psychology majors apply over the countless people with biology degrees. Even the hint 

that it might give me a leg-up above the competition was enough for me to make my decision 

and I began to do my pre-requisites for entry into the psychology department. I really enjoyed 

my first experiences with psychology as I was far more interested in learning about how to how 

the human mind works and the unending differences in neuronal systems (Neuroscience 331) 

versus the formation of cork cambium from the cortex parenchyma in plants (Botany 470). Upon 

further examination of what it takes to be a BS candidate in psychology, I was ecstatic when I 

found out that research was required and that there would even be opportunities for students to 

match up in a field that interests them. Up to this point research was a glaring hole in my medical 

school application and this prospect is definitely a chance to bolster my odds.  Overall, a BS in 

psychology has laid out a foundation for my future that is far greater than what I had in my 

previous majors and I’m grateful that I can use these opportunities to succeed in my approaching 

application to medical school.  
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